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SWW saves the conference! Even a pandemic can’t stop what
we promised to deliver. Speakers’ topics and bios on pages 14-16.

W
Winning!
Members’ Successes

Online Class “exactly
what I need!”
Office Coordinator, ReVaH Loring, returned an after hours voice
mail message from a new member,
Julie, who joined SWW in June. Julie explained that she lives in Georgia
and, even though Loretta Hall’s class
on Websites was set to start the next
day, Saturday, she was hoping to get
into it. ReVaH worked out the last
minute details and enrolled Julie into
the class. Wanting to make sure that
everything turned out alright for Julie

and for Loretta, ReVah made a
follow-up call to Julie on Monday morning.
“It’s exactly what I need,”
Julie said, adding that she’s
been wanting to create a website for a long, long time.
She had even taken an earlier class but found it hard to
follow because “the girl was
so fast.” With Loretta’s excellent instruction and help,
Julie says she now feels “very
motivated” to complete her
website. She asked ReVah
if the class would have been
held online pre-COVID. The
answer is “No.”
Julie expressed her thankfulness that she was able to
take the class online and suggested that SWW keep the

Have a writing success to share?

online option open for the future.
With that in mind, the only question now is...How far out of NM
can SWW reach?
JUDITH
AVILA is now a
NYT, WSJ and
USA Today bestselling author!
Code Talker,
the memoir she
co-authored
with WWII Navajo code talker, Chester Nez, has been flying
off the shelves during this period
of social isolation and social consciousness. Read on!
Successes continue on page 3.

Send it to sage@swwriters.com: 50 words or less and a photo
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Though “business as usual” may
be a “thing of the past” SWW is proving
to be as adaptive as any service entity in the state.
No in-person meetings? Let’s teach everyone about
Zoom!
Conference cancelled? Nope, it’s reinvented.
It’s time for organizational elections? Maybe we can
teach the nation a thing or two about how to get it done.
Regardless of the circumstances or setbacks, your
SWW Board of Directors (page 18) is dedicated to magnifying the organization’s relevance to writers. Many
pages in this edition of the Sage are devoted to paving
the way for your continued participation.
The ability to use Zoom is growing toward consideration as an essential life skill. Through the power of this
timely tool, groups of all kinds, including SWW, can continue to meet, interact and plan for the future. Rob Spiegel’s
informative article about working with Zoom (page 8) first
appeared in the August Sage. We’ve re-run it this month
just in case anyone missed it or wanted another look.
Did someone say the Writing IS a Business conference was cancelled? Not so, it has been reinvented to include the originally scheduled speakers live, interactive
and online (pages 14-16). The price to attend has been
lowered. And, there’s now an option for signing up for
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Executive Committee Nominees

the entire lecture series or picking and choosing
just the ones you want.
The SWW annual organizational meeting is
coming up fast, on October 3. As always, a large
portion of that meeting will be dedicated to Executive Committee elections. This process has also been
complicated by the pandemic, but elections will continue. If the Board of Directors meeting Summary has
seemed in the past like rather dry reading for the Sage,
now is possibly the best time ever to give it a glance
(page 18). The voting methods that will be implemented as well as important decisions regarding the slate of
candidates are described in detail.
President Rose Marie Kern has been nominated to
serve SWW for another year and Brenda Cole has been
nominated as Vice President. Their acceptances of thenominations appear on page 17. So far, Rose and Brenda are running unopposed. If you’re thinking of nominating yourself or another, time is running out (page 5).
SouthWest Sage

Published monthly by the Board of Directors of SouthWest Writers, a nonprofit, tax
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W
Winning!

Award-winning author, JASMINE
TRITTEN, has just published On
the Nile with a Dancing Dane,
her adventurous travel memoir of
exploring the land of the pharaohs,
overcoming challenges and obstacles
while following her love for dance
and the Egyptian culture.

Continued from page 1

After Hours In Aztlan, by RUDY
MIERA, has been recognized as a
Finalist in the International
Latino Books Awards - in the “Drama and Adventure” category.

Now available
at Amazon.com
The Anchor, a short story by ED
LEHNER, recently was awarded
second place in the Support Indie
Authors Short Story Contest. Read
it on their website,
https://www.supportindieauthors.
org/short-story-contest

The ILBA has grown over the last
22 years to become the largest Latino literary and cultural awards in the USA. Categories
are in Children’s, Young Adult, Nonfiction, Fiction, eBooks, Design, Translation, and Best First Books. The
books are written in English, Spanish, Portuguese or
bilingual formats.

President’s

Corner

DOOM is upon us! Ok, maybe not.
Why is it that, when there actually is a war or a pandemic or a hurricane…, outside of dealing with what
actually is happening, we start getting prognostications
that the world is going to end. In my lifetime I remember
it happening at least twice before…and
there were probably others but I was too
young and optimistic to notice.
In 2000, predictions said the digital
world (all those 1’s and 0’s) would not
be able handle the date change, which would cause a
meltdown in absolutely every aspect of global computer technology – banking, internet, government services.
Supposedly, cars, trucks and airplanes with computer
systems would just stop running and die, no consumables would move cross country, and we’d all starve.
We all held our breath as the digital clock struck midnight….then it turned 12:00:01, and nothing happened.
Everyone still kissed, sang Auld Lang Syne, then slept

and woke up with a hangover.
The next world-ender was supposed to occur in 2012.
The ancient Mayan stone calendars ended on that date…
so obviously their astrologers and mystics must have
deemed this to be the end of the world. Personally, I
think they just ran out of room to carve more dates on
the rock. Hollywood made a nice little movie with John
Cusack about it all. But that’s all it was…celluloid.
I know that people
are depressed and frustrated by the restrictions
- Confucious
imposed by Covid. Pessimists naturally moan
that they just can’t see things ever getting any better.
Somehow, I cannot relate to that point of view. This may
take a few years to put back right, but we will adjust, and
grow and change. Life is not always comfortably stagnant, and I expect things will remain “interesting” for a
while yet. SWW will continue to grow and change as
well while holding to our stated goals of helping fellow
writers succeed.

May you live in interesting times.

Rose

WRITER BEWARE

Recently someone calling herself Paula Smith contacted SWW via email looking for a ghost writer. She was willing to
pay a lot of money so someone took it on. She sent them a check over $5K, which she really wanted the writer to deposit
right away. The check was written against an electrical company.
Luckily, the writer smelled a scam and tried to call Paula Smith. It went to voicemail but Smith responded by text that
she had apraxia, which prevented her from speaking. The writer then called the electrical company, which had not generated the check. When the writer called “Paula Smith” back, she did not answer.
This is a scam wherein the check was good but, once the writer deposited it, then, suddenly “Paula Smith” could change
her mind and ask for the money back – leaving the writer caught in the middle.
We are by and large a trusting bunch, so please be cautious when you communicate with anyone offering to thrust large
sums of money, up front, in your direction.
- Rose Kern, SWW President
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Writing
Contests You

The QueryLetter.com
Writing Contest

Can you write a blurb for a hypothetical book?
This writing contest is all about
book blurbs. The twist? We want
blurbs about completely made-up,
nonexistent books. Get creative!
Write and submit a back cover
blurb of 100 words or fewer that
sets the stage for a novel, establishes the characters, and raises the stakes in
a way that makes readers want to find out more.
Let your imagination go wild—and who knows? You may be inspired to
turn your blurb into a novel of your own one day.
One prize of $500 will be awarded to the best blurb.
The submitted blurbs will be judged by our team of query letter writers
based on how effectively they hook readers, taking into account the writing
style and the overall impression.
Submissions must be 100 words or fewer. Please run a spellcheck and
proofread carefully.
You may submit multiple entries provided each entry is a completely
unique blurb.
In applying, you grant us permission to publish your blurb entry on the
QueryLetter.com blog.
DEADLINE: September 15, 2020,
no later than noon (US Eastern time).

Can

Enter
NOW

Sunspot Literary Journal
Inception Contest
Beginnings have the power to spark passion
or curiosity. They might immediately connect a
specific place and time with an emotional tone.
The best offer a feeling, atmosphere, action, or
image that is gripping.
Openings contain a spark that promises to continue to burn.
For Sunspot Lit’s 2020 Inception contest, send your best opening. There are
no restrictions on theme, category, or the length of the piece or collection from
which the beginning comes. Word limit is 250 for prose, 25 words for poetry.
Graphic novel entries should be the first page (unlimited number of panels on that page) with a maximum of 250 words...so, cut the number of
panels in order to meet the word count, if needed.
Visual art entries should be the first in a series, the first in a gallery
lineup, the first photo in a themed collection, etc. Art entries are limited to
one image with up to 250 words to describe the series, lineup or collection.
DEADLINE: September 31, 2020
ENTRY FEE: $5
PRIZE: $250 cash, publication for the winner, publication offered to runners-up
and finalists.
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OPPORTUNITIES

FOR WRITERS

The LifeWrite Project
The LifeWrite Project is a
non-profit initiative from Opyrus, which supports organizations
helping those suffering during the
pandemic.
The LifeWrite Project’s first initiative is The Corona Silver Linings
Anthology, a written-word thought
capsule on this global pandemic.
Let your inspirational story uplift,
strengthen and encourage others,
and in doing so, not only are you
giving permanence to your experience during this pandemic, but you
are giving vital funding to organizations who are helping those who
need it most.
This is your chance to share your
unique voices and submit your writing to be considered for our print
and digital publications. As writers,
you know how powerful the written
word is in impacting your life and
the lives of others.
https://opyrus.com

WANTED:
GHOST WRITER
Emil Kadlec is finalizing a book
about the San Ildefonso Pueblo – the
people, the pottery, the painting.
“I have around 120,000 words
and need help editing and rewriting. The book is an historic coffee-table style book mainly focusing on the pottery-making of
the Pueblo. Looking for someone
who can write well and edit well.”
emil.kadlec@gmail.com

Saturday, Sept. 5 at 10 a.m. LIVE

MEETING!

Building and Sustaining an Effective Writing Group
with members of the Corrales Writing Group

Members of the Corrales Writing Group talk about their work in critiquing
each other’s writing, the roles, and skills that are necessary, the processes
they use in the meetings, and in publishing.
THE CORRALES WRITING GROUP was established in 2012 to
provide a comfortable setting for a group of authors to write and
receive critiques of their work in a supportive environment. The
writers have the opportunity to submit pieces every two weeks.
Other members respond by indicating what is working, what is confusing, is there any repetition of words and thoughts, and finally by
identifying what the work is about vs what the story may want to
be about. The author is always in control of their product and can
revise or not as they evaluate the input.
https://www.facebook.com/WritersInCorrales
Information needed to join this live, Zoom meeting is available on the
SWW website: southwestwriters.com

The
current
members
are
Patricia Walkow,
Sandi Hoover,
James John Tritten, Christina G. Allen,
Joe Brown, and Maureen Cooke.

LAST CALL!

Executive Committee Nominations
Nominations for the 2021 SWW
Board of Directors Executive Committee are still being taken for the
offices of President, Vice-President,
Secretary, and Treasurer.

by Sept. 3, 2020. Elections will take
place at the Annual Meeting, the
first Saturday in October, with those
elected beginning their terms on
January 1, 2021.

All candidates must have been
members of SWW in good standing
for at least one year immediately
preceding the election. Additionally, candidates for President and
Vice-President must have served on
the board of directors for a year.

For details on the duties of each
position, contact:
Dan Wetmore
(tampadan1@gmail.com)
or the current officials:
President, Rose Marie Kern
(president@swwriters.com)
Vice President, Elizabeth Layton
(programs@swwriters.com)
Secretary, Patricia Walkow
(secretary@swwriters.com)
Treasurer, Jennifer Black
(treasurer@swwriters.com)

Any member of SWW can nominate, including self-nominations.
Submit names of candidates
to the Nominating Committee
chairperson: Dan Wetmore
(tampadan1@gmail.com)

The 2019 (pre-COVID) SWW Board
of Directors at work.

Free and Extended-Range Wi-Fi at City Locations
The City of Albuquerque has extended the range of their free wi-fi to outside libraries, senior
centers and other locations that usually have it. Free City of Albuquerque wi-fi can now be
accessed in the parking lots and on the steps of closed locations. If you relied on public wi-fi
for your SWW website, Zoom, email and class materials access but were shut out by the health restrictions, you may
now make use of it again, for free!
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Saturday, Sept. 5, 12:30 P.M. LIVE

WORKSHOP!

Who is telling the story?

A Writer’s Building Block on Point of View
presented by Sarah H. Baker

In this interactive workshop, we'll discuss how to write in one point of
view (POV) at a time, how to determine whose POV is the best to use, and
how to change POVs. We'll also talk about how we get into a deep POV to
grab our readers and keep them engaged. Bring your questions and thoughts.
SARAH HANBERRY BAKER grew up in New Orleans, left college
for the wilds of Alaska in the 70s, then returned to the Lower 48
to become an engineer for the government. In 1997, Sarah started
writing fiction, and she sold her first romance novel in 2001. She
now has 21 novels, a dozen novellas, and several short stories published in various genres under different names. Sarah enjoys sharing what she has learned about writing and the publishing world
and currently teaches for UNM's Continuing Education program.
She has spoken and conducted writing workshops across the country and in Ireland.
To Register:
Call the SWW office (505-830-6034, Monday–Thursday, 9:00 am–noon)
or use the Online Registration Form. (Our online payment portal utilizes
PayPal, but you’ll be given an option to pay by credit card without signing
into PayPal.)

https://sarahhanberrybaker.com/
Saturday, Sept. 5
12:30 – 2:30 pm
Platform: Zoom Live Meeting
$20 SWW members,
$30 Non-members

The Zoom invitation link and the password will be emailed to those who purchase this workshop. For more information, please contact the workshop coordinator at programs@swwriters.com.

Seeing the World
in 20/20
Winners Anthology
The cover for the anthology
of winning stories from the Seeing the World in 20/20 writing
contest was created by Rose Marie Kern, who has also compiled
the anthology.
The book contains winning entries from all 17 prose and poetry
contest categories. Copies should
be available for purchase by the
October 3 membership meeting.
The announcement of placings
and presentation of awards will
also happen at that meeting, which
will occur via ZOOM.
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Have you missed some
SWW presentations
lately?
Watch them any time.

New
meeting and workshop
videos are uploaded
every month!
Links at
www.southwestwriters.com

Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 6:30 p.m. LIVE

MEETING!

WHY DID THE WRITER CROSS THE ROAD?

O r g a n i c
Books, owned
Using Humor to Hook Readers
by
STEVE
Just in time for his SWW talk
BREWER
and
presented by Steve Brewer
on humor-writing, Steve Brewer
his
family,
republished his latest collection of
opened
to
Rules For Successful Living, a selfshoppers
on
July
1
and
sales
help book that’s absolutely no help
at all. It’s 220 pages of bad advice have been brisk since. The four
and twisted aphorisms. He is also Brewers used the quarantine
the author of the humor book TRO- lockdown to computerize their
PHY HUSBAND: A Survival Guide inventory of new and used
to Working at Home. His 30 crime books, so it’s now available
novels often include humor because online globally. The Nob Hill
he thinks crooks can be funny. One bookstore also linked up with
such novel, Lonely Street, was made bookshop.org for new books
delivered directly to homes. No
into a 2009 Hollywood comedy.
events for now, but still lots of
work by local authors and poets.
Information needed to join this live, Zoom meeting is available on the SWW website: southwestwriters.com

Y

YoubyCan’t
Say That Again
Kirt Hickman
Repeated Elements:
Repeated elements are any aspect of your story, particularly an emotion or bit of characterization, that you’ve
shown in more than one way. Your reader needs to be
told things only once, or better yet, never told and shown
only once.
Can you spot the repeated element in the following
passage from an early draft of my science fiction novel
Worlds Asunder?
There was a loud shuffling as the twenty or so
crewmen rose and filed out of the briefing room to
congregate in the hall. The men and three women
of the covert space plane project gathered to speculate among themselves about what it all meant. Bill
looked for Ted Branson, the mission specialist of one
of the teams that hadn’t been assigned to the mission,
and a close friend. “Let me see your thinpad for a
second.”
The repeated elements are “congregate in the hall” and
“gathered to speculate.” One says where, the other says
why, but both show people standing together. Because
the dialogue that follows this paragraph shows the reason for their congregation, I removed the second phrase
and left the first:

There was a loud shuffling as twenty-one crewmen rose and filed out of the briefing room to congregate in the hall. Bill looked for Ted Branson, the
mission specialist of one of the standby teams. “Let
me see your thinpad a second.”
This example from a fight scene in
Worlds Asunder contains two repeated elements, one in each paragraph:
The whole apartment seemed
to be swirling. Nothing was clear
and everything was moving.
Where is he?
Chase heard a sound to his left
and spun his head. For a moment,
his vision went black, the swift
movement nearly causing him to
lose consciousness.
This revision eliminates the repeats:
The whole apartment seemed
to be swirling.
Chase heard a sound to the left
and spun his head. For a moment,
his vision went black and the pain in his skull soared.
Redundant Scenes:
Repeated elements can involve whole scenes. In Worlds
Asunder, I included two scenes in which, Chase, an
SouthWestWriters.com * 7

accident investigator, was forced into a press briefing
he wasn’t prepared to give. The first was merely a few
quick comments when Chase returned from a crash site.
The second became a chapter-long press conference.
A critiquer rightfully cited these scenes as repetitive,
though one encompassed only a few paragraphs. To
remedy this, I had Chase refuse the initial request to talk
to the press. This avoids repetition and shows a strength
of character lacking in the original version.
Repeated Information:
As writers, we tend to repeat information, either because
we’ve forgotten what we’ve already said or to remind
the reader of an earlier point. Give the reader some credit. If the importance of the information was obvious the
first time, he’ll remember it. If it wasn’t, delete the passage and go with the second, or the third, etc.
At best, repeats of any kind give the feel of wordiness to
your narrative. At worst, they condescend to the reader.
Have confidence in your ability to show. Show things
once and show them well. The reader will get the point.
Repeated Words:
On a smaller scale, watch out for repeated words. The
following passage from an early draft of Worlds Asunder
takes place immediately after a lunar building explodes.
A construction worker drives his oversized bulldozer up
a damaged truck ramp and spots two wounded survivors
trapped on a damaged framework of trusses:
He took a deep breath, bent his legs and jumped.
He cleared the distance with little trouble, but the
structure sagged beneath him as he landed. He lost his
balance, coming down hard on the metal grid that constituted the catwalk floor. He slid backwards toward
the six-story drop that he had just leapt. There were no
handholds to grasp. The gloves of the EVA were too
bulky and cumbersome to find purchase. He slid from
the walkway until he was off the edge before his hand
grasped the loose railing. His weight caused that too,
to bend, but he managed to retain his grip.

Five of the eight sentences in this passage start with he.
This draws the reader’s attention away from the story
and onto the text. Furthermore, repeated sentence beginnings may signal an action scene that focuses on the
events rather than on the character.
Restructure your sentences to avoid repeated beginnings. Include more sensory details. Show your viewpoint character’s emotions. The following revision
doesn’t have a single sentence that begins with he:
Once in place, he depressurized the compartment
and climbed out. His heart sank when he saw the distance he’d have to jump.
The men called to him through the comm, urging
him to hurry. Suddenly, a support buckled and the
whole catwalk began to give under their weight.
Horace took a deep breath and leapt the four-story
drop, sailing gracelessly across the gap to the trusswork with centimeters to spare. The structure sagged
beneath him and he crashed to the grid-metal floor of
the walk. With few handholds and gloves too bulky
to find purchase, he slid off the edge. At the last instant his hand found a loose railing, and his weight
caused that, too, to bend. But he managed to retain
his grip.
Similarly, don’t repeat the same uncommon word within
a short span of text. Consider the following examples
excerpted from a critique submission:
“James, could you close the door a bit. I love a
summer breeze but it is a bit chilly tonight . . .”
Like repeated sentence beginnings, repeated words draw
the reader’s attention to the text. Substitute synonyms or
restructure the sentence to avoid repeating words (even
different forms of the same root word):
“James, could you close the door. I love a summer
breeze but it’s a bit chilly tonight . . .”

Simple as one. . . two. . . three. . . ZOOM!

Does ZOOM Make You Sweat?

Rob Spiegel Explains How to Lean Back and Log In
Since our SWW meetings are now on Zoom – and will
be for quite some time – it’s time to learn this easy program. And it’s simple:
Go to Zoom.com
Click Join a Meeting in the upper middle of the screen.
It will ask for your meeting ID. This number is included in your SWW elert. (If you use the link in the elert, you
don’t even need to do this part).
Put in the password. This six-digit number is listed in the
elert or on the SWW website on the “Meetings” page.
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Once your numbers are in, you’ll be entered into the
meeting space. You’ll see your window appear.
If you’re not seeing your face (and want to), look at
the little set of three dots in the upper right corner of your
window. You have to hover your curser over the upper
right corner to see the dots. Click on the dots and you’ll see
choices such as “start video,” which will bring your smiling face into the meeting. You will also be able to rename
yourself. Up in that corner, you will also be able to “mute”
or “unmute” yourself. It’s best to stay on “mute” unless
you’re called on to speak.
It’s that simple. Log-on and have fun.
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UPCOMING CLASSES

The following classes, originally scheduled for earlier in the year and postponed due to the
COVID lockdown, are now rescheduled and ready for your registration. They will meet via
ZOOM.
To Register: call the SWW office (505-830-6034, Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m. – noon), use the
online registration form. (Our online payment portal utilizes PayPal, but you’ll be given
an option to pay by credit card without signing into PayPal.)

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

Writing your Family
Legacy before you Croak
Instructor: Alexandra

Postponed until 2021

Blogging Your Way to Success
Instructor: Rob Spiegel

$130/ $135/$140 (5 weeks)
Wednesdays: Sept. 23, 30 and Oct. 7, 14 and 21
3-5 p.m.
Platform: Live via ZOOM
Blogging can build your writing skills while creating an audience. This class will explore all
types of blogging, from poetry to
how-to instruction, from spirituality to memoir. Rob will explain
how to choose a free blogging
platform, how to determine the
blog length and frequency, and how to build an audience. This class will explain how you can use a blog
to create the backbone of a book, just as Julie Powell
did to create her bestseller Julie & Julia: 365 Days, 524
Recipes, 1 Tiny Apartment Kitchen, which went on to
become a major movie.
ROB SPIEGEL has been writing for 40 years.
He makes his living as a journalist, serving as senior editor for Design News, an international trade
magazine. He has published fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and drama. He has published six books with
major publishers such as St. Martin’s Press. Rob
has taught writing at UNM, CNM, Osher, and at
dozens of writing conferences across the country.
For 10 years, he owned a magazine (Chile Pepper)
and a book publishing company. His weekly writing output includes journalism, blogs, webinars,
fiction, poetry, and creative nonfiction.

Crafting a Nonfiction Book Proposal
Instructor: Loretta Hall

$105/$110/$115 (4-weeks)
Sundays: Oct. 4, 11, 18 and 25
2-4 p.m.
Platform: Live via ZOOM
Unlike novels, nonfiction
books are offered to publishers
in the form of a book proposal before the manuscript
is completed. (Memoirs are also offered with a book
proposal, but after the manuscript is completed.) In this
class, you will learn what should be included in a book
proposal and how to make that information compelling.
Topics also include planning a marketable book and
finding appropriate publishers to submit to. Even if you
plan to self-publish your nonfiction book, it is important for you to prepare a book proposal to convince your
publisher (you!) that the book has a reasonable chance
of success.
LORETTA HALL has worked with four different
publishers to produce her eight nonfiction books.
The lessons she has learned from these experiences will give you a head start with your quest to
get published. Loretta served on the SouthWest
Writers board for four years and received the
2007 Parris Award. She was named Communicator of Achievement by the National Federation of
Press Women in 2016.

MAKE A
SUGGESTION

Have an idea for a class
or workshop you’d like
SWW to offer? Email
the Class and Workshop
Coordinator at:
Info@SWWriters.com
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A

different. When I sold my first legal history book, Complicated Lives: Free Blacks in Virginia, 1619-1865 to
Carolina Academic Press, I retained the audio and auAudiobooks have eclipsed eBooks in popularity, diovisual rights. This meant if I wanted an audiobook, I
settling in behind print books. I listen to at least one a had to make the arrangements.
I contacted Accent Media,
week, sometimes two. These books accompany
which had completed my legal aume on long walks and, indeed have encouraged
diobooks, and asked about the costs
lengthy sojourns to finish the 42 hours of Ron
of coming to the studio to record
Chernow’s Washington: A Life (2010). On the
Complicated Lives. We negotiated
occasional cross-country drive, listening to a
a fixed fee of $1000, to cover the
mystery prohibits
entire process from the California
the potential borestudio time to uploading the files to
dom of watching
ACX to make the book available on
the seemingly nevAudible, which is owned by Amaer-ending black tar.
by Sherri Burr
zon.com.
In short, I’m a fan
After flying to Los Angeles, I
of spoken books.
picked up a rental car and drove imI have recorded
mediately to the studio in December
half a dozen audio2019. Unfortunately a young wombooks, and wanted
an who was not paying attention in
to share my experiSherri Burr is the author
stop-and-go traffic rear-ended the
ences with the readers of the Southwest Sage.
of 27 books, includrental car. We pulled to the side and
In 2006, I recorded Sum & Substance on Intering Complicated Lives:
Free Blacks in Virginia:
waited for a highway patrolman
national Law for the Thomson West “Outstand1619-1865
(Carolina
who took our statements and aring Professor” Series. The goal of the series was
Academic Press, 2019).
ranged for a truck to tow the womto capture “experts who give you insights that
A graduate of Mount
an’s car. My rental car bumper was
only years of classroom experience can proHolyoke College, Princdamaged but the car remained drivvide.” While I may have possessed sufficient
eton University, and the
Yale Law School, Burr
able so I continued on to the Accent
knowledge from having taught International
transitioned from being
Media studio, and arrived frazzled.
Law for decades, I was anything but proficient
a full-time law professor
After a cup of soothing tea, I beat recording. The company sent me the equipat the University of New
gan
reading my book into the miment. I breathed in the wrong places and paused
Mexico to become a
crophone. About a month later, Acwhen I should not have. It took the engineer a
full-time author in 2017.
She has been a member
cent Media sent the files for me to
while to clean up my mistakes.
of
Southwest
Writers
review. I listened with rapt attention
Two years elapsed before I was asked to refor over 30 years and
and requested a few corrections.
cord an audiobook on Entertainment Law. By
currently serves as the
When the final set of files were
then my Entertainment Law casebook and EnPresident of New Mexavailable, I set up an account with
tertainment Law in a Nutshell were being sold
ico Press Women.
ACX and downloaded them.
around the world. In between the two ventures,
ACX gives you a choice of
I journeyed to New Zealand where I happened
to see an advertisement for an acting coach. I signed up whether you want to have the audiobook available exclufor several sessions and she taught me the value of the sively on Audible, with 40 percent royalties, or non-ex“fractionated pause,” which required deliberately paus- clusively and receive 20 perecent royalties. Since I had
ing for a second or two between phrases. Armed with friends with both Apple and android devices, I chose the
this new found knowledge, I recorded my second au- nonexclusive so that my audiobook would also be availdiobook. The engineer complimented me on the world able in the Apple store.
For my first royalty check, I received $11.99 from
of difference between the two recordings. “Night and
ACX. Since I had paid $1000 to Accent Media, this was
day,” he said.
While I did record second and third editions of these not a good rate of return. I consoled myself with knowbooks, the process for my sixth audiobook was entirely ing that others could enjoy leisurely walks to my words.

Audiobooks

The
Writing
Life
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The Sage Writing
Challenge
OCTOBER
What’s in YOUR name? In 250 words
or less tell us how your got your name.
Keep it clean and nonpolitical.
Read and follow the guidelines below.

Email submissions to sage@swwriters.com

CHALLENGE AND ARTICLE
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Payment is in bylines and clips. Deadline is the 15th
of the month prior to the next issue. Standard article
lengths are from 300-1000 words; certain Sage Challenges may set more specific word count requirements
(see the Challenge description box, above). Submissions
may be edited for accuracy, readability and length. Submissions must be tasteful; free from profanity, explicit
sex or violence, etc.
Send all submissions as either standard text in an
email or in a Word document in 12 pt. size. Single
spaced. Do not get fancy with formatting or fonts.

A

A Few New Things
by Laney Payne

It started with a clatter in the basement as daybreak
seeped through the curtains. Empty paint cans randomly
lined the concrete steps near the entrance of the walkout cellar attached to the house, the area of her home she
felt was most vulnerable to break-ins.
The widow bolted upright in her bed.
A jingle followed, like distant wind chimes rattling
in a breeze. But there were no wind chimes in the dark,
dank cavity beneath her two-story home, only remnants
of a forty-year marriage. And a few new things, recently
acquired.
One side of the basement housed garden tools: clippers, shears, and a chainsaw, along with her husband’s
hunting gear, which the widow had planned to sell.
She’d long since removed the mountings from the living

SouthWest SAGE

The SouthWest Sage newsletter welcomes
submissions focusing on all aspects of research, writing, and publishing in any genre. See past issues of
SouthWest Sage for the types of articles we publish.
Here are four ways you may be included:
• Write an article for the Sage related to the craft of
writing, getting published, etc.
• Enter stories, poems, or articles inspired by the
monthly writing challenge announced in each
Sage.
• Send in a short story/poem/essay of your own—on
any topic (inclusion in the Sage is subject to the
discretion of the editor).
• Enter artwork/photographs related to writing in
general or accompanying your stories.
Be sure to read, understand and follow the guidelines
for submission. Submissions that do not comply with
the guidelines will not be considered.
Send questions or submissions to:

Kathy Schuit
SouthWest Sage Editor
sage@swwriters.com

September’s challenge was to write a Flash Fiction story of 500 words or less, beginning with:
It started with a clatter in the...

room walls. The standing stuffed bear, Tom’s favorite,
was now gutted, headless and turned into a rug. She had
hated how its eyes would follow her around, judging her
on days she decided to do nothing but watch her daytime
soaps or settle in for reruns of CSI.
Spread along the opposite wall of the basement was
the laundry area. A linoleum counter butted against a
utility sink used for larger, messier, and unexpected
jobs. Hunting coolers—lids ajar, drain plugs oozing
thick dark syrup—sat adjacent to a menagerie of cardboard boxes, their corrugated fibers crimson-soaked and
peeling, bulging to capacity.
No. The jingle she had heard was more like someone
tangled in wire hangers kept on a metal rod suspended from the ceiling near the washer—a place to hang
her delicates, or other things not meant for the dryer.
Over the years, she had knocked into them herself, even
knowing they were there.
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Another clatter. She froze at the edge of her bed before edging towards the basement.
She knew he’d be back in the neighborhood soon. If
crime shows had taught her anything, it was how to map
the moves of a criminal.
Arming the crossbow had taken brute strength, but
she’d watched her husband many times. “Gotta be careful when you set this thing,” he’d say. “It’s a beast.” The
tripwire required more finesse. She hadn’t considered
going near his weapons, not until lately, not until the
home invasions.
Anyone entering someone’s home, uninvited, she
thought, gets what they deserve. And old Mrs. Tinsley,
two doors down, tied up, had been left for dead with her
things scattered about her home. It wasn’t until her mail
had piled up that anyone took notice.
The widow was vigilant. Strategic. The crossbow balanced on the counter, anchored by bottles of detergent,
mingled with laundry. The tripwire stretched across the
room, low to the floor. Waiting.
A scream pierced the floorboards.
Armed with a hammer, she descended the stairs. Each
board moaned under her weight. The smell coming from
the basement assaulted her equilibrium.
Pinned to the wall, panting, her assailant hunched
like a rag doll. His hands clawed at his midsection.
“Damn!” she said. “Not another gardener.”

I

It started with a clatter...

- by Anonymous
It started with a clatter in the blender motor.
Strawberry Smoothy—great name for a paint
chip. Fine color for a kitchen.
It started with a clatter in the garage.
Elaine dropped her apple peeler and threw open
the adjoining kitchen door.
“Ed?” Silence.
In a minute her eyes adjusted to the dim shop
light. Ed, her husband of 45 years, lay on the
floor. Pinned—unmoving, vacant; but smiling—
beneath his one true love. Neither his manner of
death nor the smile surprised Elaine. He’d bought
the ’63 Shelby Cobra for their honeymoon trip.
While Elaine bore three children and “put on a few
pounds,” Ed disappeared into the garage; into the
Shelby’s ceaselessly “sexy” curves.
Closing the kitchen door with a soft click, Elaine
dumped the apples into the trash; the peeler too.
Fantasy fulfilled.
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P

Picture of a Lifetime
by Molly Houston

It started with a clatter in the hall accompanied by
a screech from the cat who scurried off to hide under a
bed somewhere. I’d been in the kitchen sorting dishes,
but ran toward the noise to find that Muffy had knocked
an old tin box off the highest shelf in the hall closet. The
lid had landed about ten feet away. I surveyed the heap
of old color and black and white photographs scattered
from wall to wall and muttered a few words under my
breath.
Mom had just passed away only a year after my dad.
Candace and Robert had been near perfect parents, but
they saved nearly everything. So I was at their home
sorting through their belongings to dispose of one way
or another. Being the oldest sibling of three and the only
female, I was the default for the job.
My mom’s identical twin, Janice, was going to join
me later this afternoon when the library closed. She had
never married and was still the town librarian after all
these years. Her only true love had been a helicopter pilot, and they had planned to be married as soon as he got
home from Vietnam. But his helicopter was shot down
and lost late in the conflict.
Sitting on the floor in front of the photos, I couldn’t
help scrutinizing each one. The only one in the family
with curly hair, I always twisted a strand of it between
my left hand thumb and first finger while concentrating,
as I did now. A couple of tears slid down my cheeks. No
matter how old you are, when your parents are gone you
feel like an orphan.
Many of the images documented our family through
the years and were very familiar to me. Quite a few featured me with Mom and Aunt Janice. Growing up it had
been like having two moms. Some of the older prints
were of people I didn’t recognize. I sorted the prints
into chronologic groups and put rubber bands around
them. This took me longer than I would have liked, but
I couldn’t resist poring over the familiar and unfamiliar
pictures alike. I set a few aside to ask Janice about later.
The very last ones at the bottom of the pile were
four in a strip taken in one of those old photo booths
for a quarter. They were apparently of Janice and her
betrothed, by the looks of it. He was wearing a military
dress uniform, and she had on a pretty floral sun dress,
most likely pink if I knew her well, which I did.
I squinted to take a closer look at the guy. He was a
very handsome fella indeed. And his hair was dark and
curly, just like mine.

Keep Sharing Your Writing Successes
Your wins inspire others!
Even though they can’t shake your hand or congratulate you in person, your fellow SouthWest Writers members want to know about your success. When all the dedication to your writing craft finally pays off for YOU,
send word of your success to SWW and we’ll help you
tell the world what you’ve accomplished.
Here are four ways to announce your wins. Use one
or use them all:
1. E-LERTS. SWW Office Manager, ReVaH, sends
out “e-lerts” (emailed SWW announcements) twice
weekly and, as a member of SWW, your success can
be included in one of them. Email ReVah the details of
your win at info@swwriters.com. Or write her at 3200
Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114, Albuquerque, NM 87110.
2. SouthWestWriters.com. There are several ways
to share success on the award-winning SWW website,
southwestwriters.com. Submit a cover photo from
your published book for the rolling website banner and
check out all the author options under the “Membership”
tab, and/or list your new and historical successes on the
“Awards” page.
3. SAGE Newsletter. Publish word of your good news
in the award-winning SouthWest Sage newsletter by
following these guidelines:
• Describe your great news in 50 words or less.
• If you like, attach one low-resolution image.
We’ll do our best to include it with your announcement.
• Email it to sage@swwriters.com. For inclusion in the September Sage, we must recieve
your news no later than August 15, 2020.
4. If you join a ZOOM meeting you can go to the Chat
box and type in, “I have a success.” At the appropriate
time in the meeting you will be called on to share it. If
you have a book to announce, hold it up to the screen
for people to see the cover while you tell them where it
can be purchased.

The SWW Business Office
IS OPEN!

Following the state’s easing of COVID isolation
protocols, the SouthWest Writers office at 3200 Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114, has reopened for regular
business hours: M-Th 9 a.m. to noon.
In keeping with current COVID safety mandates,
only a total of three people will be allowed in the office
at a time. To avoid the possibility of encountering a wait
to get inside, call ReVaH, our office manager, prior to
your visit: 505-830-6034.

Look Who
JOINED
SWW in July

Robin Neft
Kim Schiffbauer
Barbara Greene
Manfred Leuthard
We Can’t Wait To Greet You!

W
a
ve

Foot Shake

maste
a
N

Elbow Bump

We can be controlled by thoughts and
emotions we do not know we have.

-Thomas De Quincy, 1854

Writers

ecting

Conn
With Writers!
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REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION AT:
505-830-6034 or www.southwestwriters.com

Saturday, SEPTEMBER 26
9 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
Tax Questions answered by Dorian Johnson, N.M. Taxation and Revenue Audit Bureau
Chief - We will discuss the tax questions that were presented to us from Southwest Writers with
the attendees. We will explain your requirements of having to be a business, taxation, business
requirements and do a question and answer session.
DORIAN JOHNSON, Audit Bureau Chief, 14+ years with New Mexico Taxation and Revenue, Audit and Compliance Division. Experience in many different industries, worked in manufacturing, companies such as IBM, Chevron Texaco, accounts payable audit firm, and was a
stock broker with Bank of America Investment Services. Have coached Little League baseball
for 38 seasons. http://www.tax.newmexico.gov/

10:45 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Business Planning, Start. Execute. Pivot., with Alexis Hassley, owner of Albuquerque Rage Room - Alexis
Hassly’s experience with entrepreneurship as a millennial has taken many turns, which, she
says, is the point of a journey. You don’t have to have a plan to start, just an idea or a dream or
an aspiration. Everything else you need to know you can learn along the way.
ALEXIS HASSLEY is also the owner of Duke City Estate Sales and helps consumers buy, sell
and manage real estate with Couture Brokerage. She specializes in the online sale of items to
create the most earnings for her clients. Most recently, she and her fiance’ opened the ABQ Rage
Room, where they give consumers safety gear, weapons, glass and, literally, let them break stuff.
Her largest motivation professionally is to help people and to add value to the state that doesn’t or didn’t exist prior.

Noon - 1:15 p.m.
Working With Accountants, presented by Brian Reinhardt, CPA - A partner with Mackie, Reid & Co. BRIAN
REINHARDT is an expert in working with people who have home businesses. He is a CPA and a forensic accountant. Brian will go over how to set up accounting for your home business
and what information you need to keep on hand for taxes or audits.
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2:30 p.m. - 3:45 p.m.
Nuts and Bolts of Keeping Track of Your Business Expenses—the Practical Way to Keep Your Sanity
with panelists Gail Rubin, Cornelia Gamlem, Kirt Hickman
As The Doyenne of Death, GAIL RUBIN keeps track of her business with Quicken and a relentless updating of income and expenses. Anything with a skull counts as a business expense!
Gail Rubin, CT, The Doyenne of Death ®, is a pioneering death educator and speaker who uses
humor and film clips to get end-of-life conversations started. She’s the author of the award-winning books A Good Goodbye: Funeral Planning for Those Who Don’t Plan to Die, Kicking the
Bucket List: 100 Downsizing and Organizing Things to Do Before You Die (Rio Grande Books),
and Hail and Farewell: Cremation Ceremonies, Templates and Tips. She is also the coordinator of
the award-winning Before I Die New Mexico Festival. https://agoodgoodbye.com/
CORNELIA GAMLEM is an author, consultant and speaker. She’s co-authored four books The
Big Book of HR, The Essential Workplace Conflict Handbook, The Conflict Resolution Phrase
Book, and The Manager’s Answer Book and co-writes a weekly blog, Making People Matter.
She started her consulting firm in 2000 where she put into practice her HR expertise along with everything else she learned about business in college and during her career. www.bigbookofhr.com
KIRT HICKMAN, author of the award-winning science-fiction thrillers Worlds Asunder and Venus Rain has been a mentor in the SWW mentoring program, has spoken at numerous conferences, and contributes a monthly column titled Revising Fiction to the SouthWest Sage. He
has also written Mercury Sun, the fantasy novel Fabler’s Legend and two children’s books. His
writer’s guide, Revising Fiction—Making Sense of the Madness won a New Mexico Book award
for Best How-To and was a finalist in the international Ben Franklin Awards.

4 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.
Will and Estate Planning, presented by James “Jim” Plitz - JAMES “JIM” PLITZ graduated magna cum laude and at the top of his class with his Juris Doctorate from the Phoenix
School of Law. During school, he also enjoyed great success and honors as part of the Phoenix
Law Review – both as an editor and a contributing writer. Jim has been with the Morris Hall
law firm since 2009 and in 2016 was made a partner. He enjoys helping to protect the estates of
each client, providing them with the peace of mind they deserve. Jim has provided education to
many organizations around New Mexico, teaching the importance of proper estate planning and
recently has co-authored two books: Don’t Go Broke in a Nursing Home, and Tax-Free Money
for Long-Term Care.

Sunday, SEPTEMBER 27
Noon - 1:30 p.m.
Planning a Home Office, presented by Rob Spiegel
- ROB SPIEGEL has been writing for 40 years. He
makes his living as a journalist, serving as senior editor
for Design News, an international trade magazine. He
has published fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and drama. He
has published six books with major publishers such as
St. Martin’s Press.
Rob has taught writing at UNM, CNM, Osher, and at dozens of writing conferences across the
country. For 10 years, he owned a
magazine (Chile Pepper) and a book
publishing company. His weekly
writing output includes journalism,
blogs, webinars, fiction, poetry, and
creative nonfiction.

2 p.m. - 3:30 p. m.
Obtaining Copyrights, ISBN’s and Barcodes
presented by Rose Marie Kern,
Owner of RMK Publications
With over a thousand article published in various magazines and 5
books of her own, ROSE MARIE
KERN now assists other authors in
achieving their dreams. She is president and manager of RMK Publications, a concierge publishing service. www.rmkpublications.com

(Series registration information on next page)
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Registration
Zoom Note

Registration opens Monday, August 17 and closes Friday, September 25 at 5 p.m.

♦ The Zoom invitation link and
password will
be emailed to
you before the
series begins.
♦ Lectures will
be recorded. If
you do not wish
your face to be
recorded, please
enter Zoom
lectures with no
video active.

Two Ways to Register:
♦ Online: use the Registration Form. (Our payment portal utilizes PayPal, but
you’ll be given an option to pay by credit card without signing into PayPal.)
♦ By phone: call the SWW office at 505-830-6034.

Cost
Participants can register for individual lectures or for the entire series.
Individual Lectures:
$20 SWW Members ♦ $25 Osher Members ♦ $30 Nonmembers
Entire Series (7 lectures):
$99 SWW Members ♦ $104 Osher Members ♦ $109 Nonmembers
(Buy the series and save $41 as an SWW member, $71 as an Osher member,
and $101 as a nonmember.)

Your Suggestions Wanted
In order to continue to support and encourage our
members, SWW is looking for ways of increasing interpersonal communications and programs. Some of the
suggestions so far include:
•
Setting up Zoom critique groups by genre
•
Initiating a "Pen Pal" writing group system where people are identified who prefer
“snail mail” communication.
•
Bring the "Successes and Announcements"
back into our Zoom Meetings.
SWW is planning on expanding the number and frequency of its workshops and classes using Zoom technology. We’d like to know what topics YOU'd like to see
included. We’re also looking for suggestions on ways we
can continue to help you attain your writing goals.
MAIL: SWW Office 3200 Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114,
Albuquerque, NM 87110.
PHONE: (505) 830-6034.
EMAIL: info@swwriters.com
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Book Covers Digital Illustration Photo Restor
ation Cartoons Graphic Maps Media Kits/Portfolio
Cartoons G r a p h i c Maps Book Covers Media Kits

Kathy Louise Schuit
openwithdesign.com

designers@openwithdesign.com

Nominees’ Acceptance

The following members of the current (2020) SWW Board of
Directors have been nominated for election to the 2021 Executive Committee. They have accepted those nominations and
will stand for election at the October 3 annual meeting. Their
qualifications and platforms appear here.

BRENDA COLE
Nominated for Vice President
Brenda Cole has been a member of SWW since
2001. This year she has served on the board as the
Chair of the Seeing the World in 20/20 writing contest.
Brenda’s first writing endeavor was winning a science fiction short story contest in 6th grade. Since
that time she has won numerous awards for short
story and poetry, including a First Place in the Selfhelp category for the 2019 SWW contest. Brenda’s
work has been included in the Sage Anthology, 2019
Winners Anthology and the Kimo Theatre: Fact and
Folklore. Brenda’s articles and short stories have appeared in: The Albuquerque Genealogy Society, The
Sage and Parents without Partners. Brenda served as
Assistant editor for The Journal of Restoration and Management Notes at the University of Wisconsin-Madison
and Editor for The Archaeology Research Program at
SMU.
Brenda’s career choices have been multifaceted.
She is a retired Chiropractor and Assistant Professor
of Western Medicine. Over
the years she has performed
as an actor, singer and artist.
She has taught preschool
through graduate school,
been an editor, executive
secretary and worked in
pastoral care. Brenda has
also volunteered as a President for the American
Association of University
Women in Waxahachie, TX, Parents without Partners
in Albuquerque and Vice President for the Albuquerque
Genealogy Society.
Brenda has a Bachelor’s in Biology, Speech and Theater; a Master’s in Land Resources Management and is a
Doctor of Chiropractic.
Her latest published short story will appear in: New
Mexico Remembers 9/11 later this year.

ROSE MARIE KERN
Nominated for President
Our world has gone haywire. Throughout our lives we
learn to cope with disasters…accidents, blizzards, earthquakes. But this is different because for the first time we
are told that we have to
cope all alone. In most
emergencies, whether it
is a day-to-day personal
problem or a hurricane,
we can still reach out and
touch another human being. This is what stabilizes our souls, grounds our
fears and lets us refocus
our lives.
Everyday something
ends. No more going to
movie theatres, libraries, sporting events. Our
favorite little restaurants
shut down, and we are
discouraged from any
form of travel anywhere in the world.
What the members of SouthWest Writers need is stability. We are all individualists who love to write
and though it is a solitary occupation we need social interaction with others of our kind to re-energize our creative spirits. The last thing we need
is for the core administration of this organization,
one of the few cheerfully creative anchors in our
world, to dissolve away, yet few are willing to
jump into a chariot of covid-fed fires.
My pledge to you is that if you give me your
votes and, more than that, your encouragement and
support, I will steer SWW through this pandemic
by creating more online opportunities for all of us
to succeed in our literary ambitions. I will work towards a day when we can once again gather together and, in the meantime, keep SWW functioning as
a vital link in the literary community.
Qualifications: Bachelors Degrees in Arts Administration. 10 years as a Quality Assurance Engineer
at Lockheed Martin, 24 years as an FAA Air Traffic Controller. Previously either President or a board member of the
following organizations: New Mexico Solar Energy Association, Music Theatre El Paso, American Business Women’s Assn.-El Paso Chapter, Lockheed Martin Leadership
Assn., SouthWest Writers
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SWW Board Meeting
Summarized
August 2020

Submitted by Patricia Walkow, Secretary
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Checking account balance as of board meeting date
of August 4: $3198.27 Savings account balance:
$27,531.23
The board voted to cease conducting in-person
meetings and classes until distancing restrictions
are lifted by state government AND the SWW board
votes to reinstate meetings and classes.
The board voted to extend the President’s term.
Then, if the membership does not agree with it at the
annual meeting in October, the board will back out
of that decision and seek a new President. There are
no candidates for President. Rose Kern has agreed
to continue in the role.
A ballot will be sent to members either via e-mail
or the USPS (for those who do not use the internet).
On the ballot, a member may vote for the President
and Vice-President candidates, and also vote for or
against the By-laws change that extends the President’s term during an emergency.
The Secretary and Treasurer positions currently run
through the end of 2021, so there is no election for
these officers this year. Patricia Walkow and Jennifer Black will remain in their respective roles.
A committee is in place to develop a SouthWest
Writers Collegium to offer lectures, workshops, and
classes anywhere, using virtual platforms. Such an
entity would expand SWW’s reach, be a source of
income, and provide affordable learning.
Writing contest winners have been notified, and
awards will be announced at the October 3 general
meeting, to be held virtually.
The anthology resulting from the contest is titled
Seeing the World in 20/20. Proof copies are being
reviewed.
The Business of Writing Conference is now the
Business of Writing Interactive Series on Zoom. It
is still scheduled for September 26 and 27, will be
held virtually. Registration and program offerings
are available on the website.

SW
W
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Board of Directors
Rose Marie Kern, President
Elizabeth Layton, Vice President
Jennifer Black, Treasurer
Patricia Walkow, Secretary
Michelle Auron, Meeting Media and Video
Brenda Cole , Writing Contest
Roger Floyd, Signage/Setup
Melody Groves , Classes/Conferences
Jacqueline Loring, Membership
Sam Moorman , Facilities Manager
Léonie Rosenstiel, Media/Public Relations
Kathy Schuit , Sage Editor
Camille Singaraju , Historian
Kathy Wagoner , Website
Dan Wetmore, Procedures/Awards

The SWW Board of Directors meets on the first
Tuesday of each month from 6 - 8 p.m. Currently,
meetings are being conducted via ZOOM.

SWW Office:
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114
Albuquerque, NM 87110
phone (505) 830-6034
email: info@swwriters.com
website: www.southwestwriters.com

